Change staff behaviour

1. Some mandated aspect
2. Some choice/control/ownership (eg RMIT "Toolbox")
3. Raise min. stds/expectations
4. Incremental Change (supported)
   a. eg Monash
      - clickers
      - Pilot (13 units)
      - 1st Wave (12 units)
   b. Collegial interactions
      - eg UTS
      - Free lunch + discuss
      - Joint teaching
      - Target: 80% over 5 yrs
      - eg ANU
      - UTAS
   c. Peer mentor
5. Provide resources
   - technology support (eg Monash - clickers - micro studio)
   - "time" (better practices)
   - Ed designers/developers
     - Paid dedicated professionals from Ed. Griffith, UWS...